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ABSTRACT

Automated detection of schedule- and operation-related
energysavingsopportunities incommercialbuildingscanhelp
building owners lower operating expenses while also reducing
adverse societal impacts such as global greenhouse gas emis-
sions. We propose automated methods of identifying certain
energy-efficiency opportunities (EEOs) in commercial build-
ings using only whole-building electricity consumption and
local climate data. Our two-step approach uses piecewise
linear regression and density-based robust regression model
residual clustering to detect both schedule- and operation-
related electricity consumption faults. This paper discusses
resultsobtainedfromapplyingthisapproachtotwoall-electric
office buildings meant to demonstrate our model’s effective-
ness in identifying such EEOs. Ways by which the analysis
results can be conveniently and succinctly presented to build-
ing managers and operators are also suggested.

INTRODUCTION

The identification and diagnosis of energy-efficiency
opportunities (EEOs) in commercial buildings is an important
pathway to reducing business operating costs, adverse envi-
ronmental impacts, and greenhouse gas emissions. Commer-
cial buildings account for close to 20% of the total primary
energy use in the United States. Between 1985 and 2004,
energy consumption in commercial buildings in the United
States increased by nearly 50%. Approximately half a million
commercial buildings are currently being constructed every
five years (DOE 2008). Therefore, the identification of EEOs
in commercial buildings plays a pivotal role in efforts to
control this growth in energy consumption.

Common faults in buildings can be classified into three
generic types: operation/schedule-related causes, static build-
ing envelope causes, and dynamic equipment operation-
related (e.g., HVAC setpoints, lighting) causes. The scope of
this paper is limited to the identification of operation- and
schedule-related causes using only whole-building electricity
consumption and external temperature data in all-electric
buildings. Operation-related deviations can also manifest as
amplitude-related faults because they impact the diurnal and
seasonal amplitude of electricity consumption at a building.

Illustrations of the amplitude and schedule-related faults
investigated in this paper are provided in Figures 1–3. Figure 1
depicts examples of early startup and late shutdown faults,
which are related to the scheduling of the building. Figure 2
illustrates deviations representative of amplitude-related
faults such as lighting and equipment not being turned off for
extended periods or improper overnight setback of HVAC
setpoints. Figure 3 depicts deviations representative of ampli-
tude-related faults such as certain equipment being acciden-
tally left on and other unintended increases in plug loads.

This research addresses the identification of these fault
types using only whole building electricity consumption and
outdoor temperature. Although some buildings may have
additional data available that could be used to aid in the detec-
tion of EEOs, our approach of using only whole-building elec-
tricity consumption and external temperature data is more
widely applicable to the vast existing stock of commercial
buildings in the United States that do not automatically collect
such disaggregated data. Our proposed methodology is
described and the results of applying it to data obtained from
actual commercial buildings are discussed in this paper.
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PREVIOUS WORK

A discussion of the applicability of data mining in auto-
mated fault detection using diagnostic tools and energy
management and control systems (EMCS) data has been
previously presented (Piette and Friedman 2002). The authors
proposed a broad list of the most common faults found across
the office spaces that can be identified and evaluated using
EMCS data and diagnostic tools, along with a discussion of
some of the techniques. Morbitzer et al. (2004) described the
applicability of various data mining techniques in analyzing
building performance data was presented and a comparative
table with other techniques. Association rule mining, classifi-
cation, outlier analysis, cluster analysis and evolution analysis

techniques were also covered along with examples of appli-
cations in the building energy performance. Noisy data
collected by wireless sensor networks that exhibit temporal
and spatial correlation was discussed by Wu and Clements-
Croome (2007). Their paper presents clustering techniques to
identify and remove outliers by analyzing and understanding
the patterns in the data for purposes of optimizing the indoor
air quality in office spaces. None of the aforementioned three
papers address the identification of faults in buildings where
only electricity consumption and temperature data is available
rather than the more detailed data sources on which their meth-
ods rely.

Predictive data mining techniques that can integrate any
thermal comfort standards and indoor daylight procedures;
observe correlations between weather conditions, building
characteristics, and low-energy comfortable rooms; and build
models that can optimize occupant comfort and energy
consumption were presented by Ahmed et al. (2011a). In a
companion paper (Ahmed et al. 2011b), data mining techniques
were coupled with daylight analytical tools for assessing build-
ing performance by setting the daylight design criteria. Several
clustering techniques have also been applied to the task of deter-
mining an office buildings' energy and thermal comfort rating
(Nikolaou et al. 2012). The analytical methods presented in
these papers focused on predicting specific building indicators,
such as occupant comfort, rather than providing automatic
detection of schedule- and amplitude-related EEOs.

Different data mining methodologies for extracting
hidden knowledge from building-related data have been previ-
ously discussed (Yu 2012). Specifically, classification analy-
sis, cluster analysis, and association rule mining techniques
were described. Classification is used for developing building
energy demand predictive models. Clustering is employed for
studying occupant behavior on building energy consumption.
Association rule mining is used for examining all the correla-

Figure 1 Example of schedule-related EEO (early
startup/late shutdown).

Figure 2 Example of amplitude-related EEO (baseload
deviation).

Figure 3 Example of amplitude-related EEO (constant
deviation).
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tions and associations between building operational data,
discovering useful knowledge about energy conservation.
However, models presented by Yu predict energy performance
in terms of a ratio of the total annual energy usage of the build-
ing to its total floor area, which differs from our approach of
considering energy usage in the occupied and unoccupied
periods separately on a daily level.

Clustering methodology was described for the purpose of
classifying the typical load profiles/patterns of a building to
assist the facility manager with load management, specifi-
cally, peak shaving or peak shifting (Jota et al. 2011). Similar
to the methodology presented in this report, the authors used
cluster analysis to identify groups of days exhibiting similar
electricity consumption patterns. However, they suggested
either clustering raw data using 288 observations of electricity
consumption taken at 5-minute increments each day, or using
processed data in which the average of electricity consump-
tion observations is taken across four periods of the day (night,
morning, midday, and evening). Although our analytical
methods also analyze electricity consumption during different
parts of the day (the occupied and unoccupied periods), a key
distinction is that our methodology can dynamically detect
changes in the time and duration of each period throughout the
day whereas their approach assumes that the periods always
occur at the same hours each day. Additionally, our approach
differs from that used by Jota et al. (2011) in that we explicitly
consider the effect of external temperature on electricity
consumption during each period of the day by fitting models
relating electricity consumption to external temperature sepa-
rately to the occupied and unoccupied periods. The residuals
from these models are then used in our cluster analysis stage
rather than the actual electricity consumption observations.

Methods for analyzing 15-minute interval electricity
consumption data for the purpose of facilitating demand
response efforts have been presented (Mathieu et al. 2011).
Akin to our approach, the authors model the relationship
between outdoor air temperature and electricity consumption
using continuous piecewise linear functions. However, they
model previous electricity consumption also as a function of
day-of-the-week indicator variables rather than using cluster
analysis to discover electricity consumption patterns related to
the building's operating schedule as we do. Additionally, the
methods presented by Mathieu et al. (2011) rely on manual
identification of the occupied and unoccupied periods for the
building, whereas our method automatically identifies these
periods to aid in the detection of schedule-related EEOs.

A discussion of the contributions of artificial intelligence
techniques such as transfer learning, ontologies, knowledge
representation or diagnosis for developing easily adaptable,
self-learning in-depth diagnostic approaches was previously
presented by Schumann et al. (2011). They specifically
addressed methods for smart buildings that have the capability
of collecting vast amounts of sensor data rather than buildings
with only limited amounts of data on electricity consumption
and external temperature.

A combination of model-based fault detection and diag-
nosis and the support vector machine methods for investigat-
ing the characteristics of three major HVAC system faults was
proposed (Liang and Du, 2007). The three major faults consid-
ered by computer simulation were stuck recirculation damper,
cooling coil fouling/blockage and supply fan speed decrease.
A residual analysis method based on the variation of the
system states under normal and faulty conditions of different
degrees was proposed. Another approach for detecting outli-
ers using support vector machines was presented (Guo et al.
2012). The purpose of this approach was to improve real-time
fault detection in HVAC systems. Both of these studies only
focused on the detection of HVAC fault detection rather than
the more general schedule- and amplitude-related faults
considered in our research. Although support vector machines
could be applied to the detection of schedule- and amplitude-
related electricity faults, neither of the aforementioned papers
considered such an application.

Change point detection methods have been proposed for
the purpose of identifying faults in HVAC systems (Luo 2001).
However, Luo does not consider our application of detecting
faults using only whole-building electricity consumption and
temperature data. HVAC fault detection has also been
proposed previously using data mining classification methods
such as artificial neural networks, nearest neighbors, and rule-
based classifiers (House et al. 1999). However, much of the
existing work has focused on HVAC-related faults rather than
whole-building electricity consumption faults.

DESCRIPTION OF METHODOLOGY

Our method for identifying EEOs in commercial build-
ings involves a two-stage approach (Figure 4). First, the build-
ing's startup and shutdown periods are determined for each
day by fitting continuous spline regression models to the
hourly electricity consumption observations for each day. This
step facilitates direct identification of the early startup and late
shutdown EEOs while also allowing the hours of each day to
be assigned to groups according to their relation to the startup

Figure 4 EEO detection process for abnormal schedule
and amplitude problems.
OR-16-033 3
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and shutdown times. Using the output of the first stage, the
second stage clusters days exhibiting similar relationships
between outdoor dry-bulb temperature and electricity
consumption to identify amplitude-related EEOs. The two
stages of the process are detailed below.

Stage 1: Detection of Schedule EEOs

The detection of EEOs related to the startup and shutdown
time of building systems requires the identification of change
points in the operation of these systems through time-oriented
electricity consumption data. Thus, our objective in the first
stage of the analysis is the identification of the hours during
which these major building systems are operated. Let yi(t)
denote the electricity consumption at time t on a given day i,
and let T denote the total number of observations on electricity
consumption equally spaced in time on any given day (e.g., if
hourly electricity consumption data is available, then T = 24).
To determine the times at which a building starts and ends
operation of its major systems on a given day, we fit a contin-
uous spline regression model with m knots to the t {1, ... ,
T} time-ordered electricity consumption observations
collected on that day. The spline regression model fit to each
day’s hourly data is as follows:

(1)

where

The model in Equation 1 is also known as a piecewise
linear regression model, which differs from ordinary regres-
sion in that the relationship between the dependent variable
and the independent variables is allowed to differ over differ-
ent ranges of the independent variables. The kj knot points
segment the model into pieces that exhibit different relation-
ships between the dependent and independent variables. In
fitting such a model, the objective is to minimize the error sum
of squares (as in linear regression models fit by ordinary least
squares [OLS]). However, since the knot points are unknown,
fitting this model is a nonlinear regression problem (Mont-
gomery et al. 2012). Formally, we fit the model represented in
Equation 1 for a fixed number of knots m by solving the
constrained optimization problem for each day.

(2)

The model formulation presented in Equation 2 is a nonlin-
ear optimization problem that is difficult to solve directly.
However, it is possible to solve this problem using modern
computing resources by complete enumeration when T and m
are sufficiently small. For example, for the m = 6 knot continu-
ous spline models we fit to the T = 24 hourly observations of
electricity consumption available for each day at the buildings
we analyzed, complete enumeration or exhaustive search of the
134,596 different sets of m knots that satisfy the constraints in
Equation 2 was computationally feasible. For each of these
enumerations, we fix the m knots and then fit the model in Equa-
tion 1 using OLS regression. The error sum of squares for all
134,596 models fit to each day are then compared and the knot
points that produced the model with the smallest error sum of
squares are identified as the optimal knot points.

Clearly the value of T is dependent on the frequency of
observations available for the building. The office building
data which we analyzed using this methodology had hourly
observations available, but many buildings record electricity
consumption in smaller intervals of time. In such cases, the
subhourly observations can be averaged within each hour to
reduce the number of enumerations required to solve
Equation 2. This was the approach we employed on retail
building data that we analyzed, which was available in 15-
minute increments. Since the energy impact of early startup
and late shutdown EEOs occurring in less than 1-hour inter-
vals is small, the marginal energy savings opportunity associ-
ated with analyzing subhourly observations is minimal
relative to analyzing hourly observations.

The appropriate number of knots to use for the model
represented in Equation 1 will vary depending on how the
building is operated. We used m = 6 knots in all of our building
analyses, which appears to be particularly appropriate for
buildings that experience an occupied period with high elec-
tricity consumption and an unoccupied period with relatively
low electricity consumption each day. Under these conditions,
the first and last knot points (k1 and k6) in the set of knots that
minimize Equation 2 will identify the startup and shutdown
hour of the building, respectively, because these times corre-
spond to the boundaries of the dormant period. We specifically
selected m = 6 knots in this study by observing many electric-
ity consumption profiles similar to the one illustrated in
Figure 6, which clearly shows six natural change points in the
slope of electricity consumption by hour of the day. Although
the correct identification of the first two and last two knot
points are most critical for our analysis, we found that using
slightly more than 4 knots provides flexibility for the model to
capture the peak daily consumption, which in turn improves
the accuracy of identifying the critical outside knot points.

ŷi t  0 1t  j 1+ t k j– 
+

j 1=

m

+ +=

t k j– 
+

t k j– , if t k j–  0

0, if t k j–  0






=

minimizeki  j y t  ŷ t – 2

t 1=

24



subject to 1 k1 T m 1+– 

ki 1– 1 ki T m i+– + i = 2 3  m 

ki 1 2  T   i = 1 2  m 

 j R j = 0 1  m 1+ 
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In addition to identifying the startup and shutdown hours
of the day, we use the optimal knot points to partition the T
observations in a given day into four groups: unoccupied
period, morning startup period, occupied period, and after-
noon shutdown period. The morning startup period is identi-
fied as the hours between the first and second knots (k1 and k2),
which corresponds to a steep increase in electricity consump-
tion that is typically seen when buildings start after being in an
unoccupied state. Similarly, the afternoon shutdown period is
identified as all of the hours between the second-to-last and the
last knot points (k5 and k6). The occupied period is then iden-
tified as the hours between the morning startup period and the
afternoon shutdown period, while the unoccupied period is
identified as the hours occurring either before the morning
startup period or after the afternoon shutdown period. Note
that the other knot points (k3 and k4) are only used for model-
ing the natural variation in electricity consumption that is
observed during the occupied period of the day. Including
these extra knot points is only necessary insofar that they
improve the fit of the models and result in better accuracy for
the first pair and last pair of knot points used to identify the
occupied, unoccupied, morning startup, and afternoon shut-
down periods.

An example of identifying the startup hour, shutdown
hour, and various periods of the day using the optimal knot
points is provided in Figure 5. In this figure, the actual elec-
tricity consumption for a single day at an office building in
Colorado is plotted by hour along with the six-knot spline
model fit to the day that satisfied Equation 2. The optimal knot
points are depicted as dots that can be identified on the plot
from left to right as k1, k2, ..., k6. From this plot, we can see that
the k1 knot accurately identified the startup time at hour 6 and
the k6 knot accurately identified the shutdown time at hour 21.
Using the method described in the previous paragraph, the

occupied period was identified as the hours occurring between
hour 8 and 19, while the unoccupied period was identified as
the hours occurring before hour 6 or after hour 21.

To improve the results in the event that excessive variation
in the electricity consumption during the occupied or unoccu-
pied hours causes the first and last knot points to incorrectly
identify the startup and shutdown times, exponential smooth-
ing with adaptive updating of the discount factor can be used
to smooth the hourly observations before solving the
constrained optimization problem in Equation 2. This
approach is employed because we only seek to smooth the
electricity observations over periods during which it is rela-
tively constant (i.e., when it is not undergoing change during
the morning startup and afternoon shutdown periods). We set
the exponential smoothing discount factor equal to the abso-
lute value of the smoothed error tracking signal (Trigg and
Leach 1967), which has the effect of imposing relatively little
smoothing during the morning startup and afternoon shut-
down periods while smoothing the occupied and unoccupied
periods. This approach maintains the changes in electricity
consumption that characterize the startup and shutdown of the
building while reducing variation observed during the occu-
pied and unoccupied periods. In the results presented in the
subsequent sections, this smoothing method was only
employed for the Colorado office building because it resulted
in significantly improved identification of the correct knot
points for that building. Use of exponential smoothing with
adaptive updating of the discount factor is advisable for build-
ings with particularly noisy electricity consumption patterns.

We calculate the savings opportunity associated with the
early startup and late shutdown EEOs by first calculating the
difference between the mean hourly electricity consumption
in the occupied period and the mean hourly electricity
consumption in the unoccupied period for the day in which the

Figure 5 Six-knot spline regression model fit to a single day at an office building.
OR-16-033 5
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EEO occurred. This value is then multiplied by the number of
hours by which the occupied period is longer than the normal
occupied period due to the EEO. For example, if a 2-hour late
shutdown occurred on a particular day but the startup hour was
normal, then we would multiply the difference of the means by
2 because the occupied period was 2 hours longer on that day
than normal. Note that this methodology for calculating the
schedule EEO savings opportunity assumes that the slope of
the electricity consumption increase or decrease during the
morning startup and afternoon shutdown periods is the same
for both normal days and days exhibiting the schedule EEOs.

Stage 2: Detection of Amplitude Change EEOs

To detect EEOs related to amplitude changes in daily
electricity consumption, it is necessary to control for the
impact of weather and occupancy of the building on electricity
consumption. We do this by fitting models separately to the
occupied and unoccupied periods of the day. This is an import-
ant element of the approach and subsequent graphs illustrate
differences in the temperature effects on the occupied and
unoccupied periods. We model the relationship between exter-
nal temperature and electricity consumption due to their
significant correlation in many buildings. While this correla-
tion could be reduced in buildings that are heated by natural
gas, we think that our methodology could be extended to also
consider natural gas consumption in such cases.

Let x1,i and x2,i denote the mean of the hourly outdoor dry
bulb temperature observations in the occupied and unoccupied
periods on day i, respectively. Similarly, let y1,i and y2,i denote
the mean hourly electricity consumption in the occupied and
unoccupied periods on day i, respectively. To adjust for the
effect of temperature on the electricity consumption at the
building, we fit the two following models using robust regres-
sion:

(3)

where the plus sign subscripts are defined analogously to
Equation 1. The two models expressed in Equation 1 are one-
knot spline regression models that separately relate the mean
hourly external temperature to the mean hourly electricity
consumption in the occupied and unoccupied periods. Each
model is fit using robust regression to prevent abnormal obser-
vations (possibly caused by an EEO) from distorting the
model. We specifically use the Huber loss function with the
parameter z = 2 for the robustness criterion (Montgomery et
al. 2012). The knot points k1 and k2 are also determined
robustly by trying all integers between the minimum and
maximum values of x1, i and x2, i. The values of k1 and k2,
which minimize the robust error sum of squares (i.e., the error
sum of squares with large outliers down-weighted according
to the weights used in the robust regression models), are
chosen for the final models.

The result of fitting the models in Equation 3 is a pair of
residuals for each day: one representing the day's deviation
from the occupied model prediction, and the other represent-
ing the day's deviation from the unoccupied model prediction.
Let e1, i and e2, i denote these residuals for the occupied and
unoccupied periods, respectively, on day i for i = 1, ..., T. These
residuals for each day d are calculated as:

(4)

The e1, i and e2, i residuals from the occupied and unoccu-
pied models are then divided by their respective values of the
actual mean electricity consumption during those periods, y1, i
and y2, i. The new values, which we will refer to as the and

, are the residuals expressed as a percent of the actual
values used to fit the model.

(5)

The residual vectors , i = 1, ..., T are used
to determine if the amplitude of electricity consumption on
day i is symptomatic of an EEO. However, this requires that
the observed vectors across all days be parti-
tioned into groups that represent different amplitude
patterns, such as normal building operation or abnormally
high amplitude caused by an EEO. We use cluster analysis
with DBSCAN (Jota et al. 2011) to perform this partitioning.

The largest cluster is labeled as the normal operating
condition of the building and all other clusters are labeled as
potential amplitude-related EEOs warranting further investi-
gation. This follows from our observation that the majority of
days under investigation will fall into a single cluster, which
likely represents the normal operating conditions for the build-
ing. Days falling outside of this largest cluster represent devi-
ations from the normal operating conditions, and hence are
potential EEOs. Note that all residual vectors are assigned to
either the normal operating conditions group or the potential
amplitude-related EEOs group; we use O to denote the former
group and U to denote the latter.

We calculate the potential electricity savings associ-
ated with the amplitude behavior represented by each clus-
ter (i.e., the opportunity cost of operating the building
under that cluster's amplitude behavior rather than normal
amplitude) as follows. First, we fit the models in Equation
3 again, but this time only using the residual vectors in
group O (i.e., the residual vectors assigned to the largest
cluster). Using the same notation as Equation 3, we refer to
these two models fit only to group O as and .
These models are only influenced by the group O days
representing the normal operating conditions of the build-
ing. Thus, we use them to estimate what the electricity

Occupied: ŷ1 i 1 0 1 1 x1 i 1 2 x1 i k1– 
+

+ +=

Unoccupied: ŷ2 i 2 0 2 1 x2 i 2 2 x2 i k2– 
+

+ +=

Occupied: e1 i y1 i ŷ1 i–=

Unoccupied: e2 i y2 i ŷ2 i–=

e'1 i
e'2 i

Occupied: e'1 i
y1 i ŷ1 i– 

y1 i
-----------------------------=

Unoccupied: e'2 i
y2 i ŷ2 i– 

y2 i
-----------------------------=

e'1 i e'2 i 

e'1 i e'2 i 

ŷ1 iO ŷ2 iO
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consumption would have been on each of the days repre-
sented by the residual vectors in group U if the building had
been operated normally.

For each day i U, we then calculate the quantities
and , which represents the difference

between the predicted mean hourly electricity consumption
and the actual mean hourly electricity consumption in the
occupied and unoccupied periods of day i, respectively. We
then multiply these quantities by the number of hours in the
occupied and unoccupied periods on day i, which we denote
as n1 and n2, respectively. Letting Si denote the total electricity
savings associated with the amplitude EEO experienced on
day i, we sum these two products to arrive at Si:

(6)

Equation 6 follows from the fact that our pair of models
in Equation 3 fits mean hourly electricity consumption
observations to the mean hourly external temperature
during the occupied and unoccupied periods. Thus, the
fitted values and must be multiplied by the
number of hours in the occupied and unoccupied periods in
order to estimate the total energy savings opportunity for
that day.

RESULTS

We applied our two-stage methodology for detecting
schedule- and amplitude-related EEOs to data from four office
buildings and two retail buildings, all possessing at least a year
of observations. Since many of the buildings exhibited similar
results, we will present only a couple of examples here to illus-
trate the methodology's capabilities.

Schedule EEO Detection Results

A year of hourly observations from a 185,220 ft2

(56,455 m2) office building located in Colorado was analyzed
to determine if early startup or late shutdown EEOs occurred
throughout the year. Only nonholiday weekdays were
analyzed because of the different electricity consumption
patterns exhibited on holidays, weekends, and weekdays;
however, our analysis methodology can be extended to incor-
porate these days in future research. Removing weekends
and holidays resulted in a total of 253 days analyzed for this
building.

Figure 6 plots the hourly electricity consumption obser-
vations for all days identified as having the four most
frequently occurring startup and shutdown hours at the Colo-
rado office building. The vertical lines in each plot represent
the startup and shutdown hour that were identified for the days
depicted in the plot. Although there is much variation in the
level of electricity consumption among days in each group, the

ŷ1 iO y1 i– ŷ2 iO y2 i–

Si n1 ŷ1 iO y1 i–  n2 ŷ2 iO y2 i– +=

ŷ1 iO ŷ2 iO

Figure 6 Hourly electricity consumption for the most common startup and shutdown hours at the Colorado office building.
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startup and shutdown hours identified by our approach appear
to accurately describe the common scheduling patterns for
nearly all of the days depicted in this figure.

Additional insight on the scheduling patterns of this build-
ing was obtained by plotting the identified startup and shutdown
hours by day of the year as shown in Figure 7. Such a plot indi-
cates the startup hour (circle), shutdown hour (triangle), and
mean hourly external temperature (line) for each day that was
analyzed. Although the most common startup time at this build-
ing is hour 6, an interesting pattern is the equal spacing between
days on this plot where the building had a one-hour early startup
at hour 5. The equal spacing among these early startup days
indicates that they are occurring on a regular interval in time. A
similar pattern occurs in the shutdown hours at this building,
where on most days shutdown at hour 21 and many of the hour
23 late shutdown days occur in regular intervals.

Upon further inspection of these early startup and late shut-
down days, it was discovered that all of the one-hour early start-
ups occurred on Mondays and most of the two-hour late
shutdownsoccurredonTuesdays.Therefore, thedifferingstartup
and shutdown hours are likely attributable to intentional schedul-
ing at the building. Our methodology successfully identified this
scheduling pattern without any prior information about the
manner inwhich thebuilding isoperated,demonstrating itsutility
as an automated method for detecting schedule-related EEOs.

A summary of the estimated savings opportunity associ-
ated with each of the scheduling patterns is provided in Table 1.
In this table, normal behavior corresponds to the days that had
the most frequently occurring startup and shutdown hour in the
dataset. This group consists of the 159 days that had a startup
time at hour 6 and a shutdown time at hour 21. The late shut-

down behavior corresponds to days that had a normal startup
hour but a shutdown hour that was later than normal. Similarly,
the early startup behavior corresponds to days that had a normal
shutdown hour but a startup hour that was later than normal. The
early startup and late shutdown behavior corresponds to days
that had both a startup hour earlier than normal and a shutdown
hour later than normal. Finally, the other behavior corresponds
to all days not falling into one of the other categories. The EEO
Percent column in Table 1 provides the percent difference in
electricity consumption from what we expect the building
would have consumed if it had operated on the normal schedule.
The Annual EEO (kWh) column designates how much electric-
ity we predict the building would have saved if the correspond-
ing behavior had not been observed on those days.

Figure 7 Startup hour, shutdown hour, and temperature by day of the year for the Colorado office building.

Table 1. Estimated EEO Savings Associated with

Elimination of Identified Scheduling Patterns at the

Colorado Office Building

Behavior
Number
of Days

EEO
Percent

Annual
EEO, kWh

Normal 159 0% 0

Late shutdown 40 6.67% 23,985

Early startup 25 3.41% 7969

Early shutdown 3 –3.51% –1028

Early startup and late shutdown 21 10.27% 20,167

Late startup 2 –3.68% –709

Other 3 –1.88% –549
8 OR-16-033
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Although the scheduling patterns identified by our
approach at this building appear to be intentional based on
their alignment with certain days of the week, the information
presented in Table 1 would still be useful for calculating the
cost of these various scheduling patterns. The indicated
savings amount represent the potential savings that could be
achieved by eliminating the identified EEO and will only
represent real savings if the building’s operating schedule is
changed accordingly. This paper’s intent is to identify such
abnormalities only. Our results indicate that a total of
52,121 kWh of electricity could be saved over the course of a
year if the early startups and late shutdowns were eliminated.

Amplitude EEO Detection Results

One year of hourly observations from a 17,431 ft2

(5313 m2) office building located in New Mexico were
analyzed using our methodology to determine if any EEOs
occurred during the year. As with the Colorado office building,
only nonholiday weekdays were included in the analysis,
although our methodology can be extended to include these
excluded days. This resulted in using a total of 251 days each
containing 24 hourly observations for the analysis. Although
the first stage of our approach did not identify any schedule-
related EEOs at this building, several patterns in the amplitude
of electricity consumption were detected during the second
stage.

The robust regression models fit to the occupied and
unoccupied period at the NM office building are depicted in
Figures 8 and 9, respectively. These two plots demonstrate
why it is important to model the relationship between electric-

ity consumption and temperature separately for the two peri-
ods. Figure 8 shows a linear relationship between electricity
consumption and temperature in the occupied period when
temperature is greater than 50°F (10°C), but there is essen-
tially no linear relationship between the two for any observed
temperature in the unoccupied period depicted in Figure 9.
Additionally, the occupied period plot shows a large group of
days that appear to exhibit the same relationship between elec-
tricity consumption and temperature but at a lower level of
magnitude, which is consistent with a constant-deviation
EEO. The unoccupied period plot also shows a group of days
that experienced unusually high electricity consumption in the
unoccupied period, which is symptomatic of a base-load-
increase EEO.

Using the residuals as a percent of their actual values from
the occupied and unoccupied period models, DBSCAN clus-
tering was performed on the days at this building with a value
of 0.06 for the epsilon parameter (which specifies the maxi-
mum Euclidean distance between a core point and the points
in its neighborhood) and a value of 4 for the minimum points
parameter (which specifies the minimum number of points
that must be within an epsilon radius neighborhood of a core
point). The epsilon parameter was chosen by finding the
“elbow” point in a plot of the sorted distances of each obser-
vation to their fourth nearest neighbor (Tan et al. 2006). Figure
10 plots each day by the values used for this cluster analysis
(i.e., on the horizontal axis and on the vertical axis),
with each day represented by a number corresponding to its
cluster assignment. Three clusters were identified, with Clus-

Figure 8 Robust regression model fit to the occupied
period of the New Mexico office building data.

Figure 9 Robust regression model fit to the unoccupied
period of the New Mexico office building data.
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ter 1 representing the largest cluster that corresponds to the
normal operating condition of the building. Cluster 2 consists
of days that had normal unoccupied period electricity
consumption but experienced around 20% lower occupied
period electricity consumption than expected. This cluster
corresponds to nearly all of the days in Figure 8 that are at a
constant deviation below the line representing the occupied
period model. Cluster 3 consists of days that experienced
normal electricity consumption during the occupied period
and unusually high electricity consumption in the unoccupied
period. This cluster corresponds to the group of days in Figure
9 that lie much higher than the line representing the unoccu-

pied period model. Cluster 0, which represents the outliers
identified by DBSCAN, exhibits the behaviors of both Clus-
ters 2 and 3 and can therefore be considered an interaction of
those two amplitude effects.

Additional insight into the EEOs represented by Clusters
2 and 3 at this building was obtained by inspecting a plot of
cluster assignments by day of the year, which is provided in
Figure 11. Note that all of the days assigned to Cluster 3
occurred nearly consecutively in time for a short period start-
ing around day 200. This suggests that the base load increase
exhibited on those days could have occurred from certain
building systems or equipment being left on overnight either
intentionally or by accident for a short period of time before
the issue was corrected. Another interesting pattern revealed
by Figure 11 is the equal spacing in time of nearly all days
assigned to Cluster 2. This suggests that the lower electricity
consumption in the occupied period exhibited on days falling
in that cluster occurs on a regular frequency (i.e., once per
week).

The number of days assigned to each cluster by day of the
week is provided in Table 2. This table shows that only Fridays
were assigned to Cluster 2, and nearly every Friday was placed
into this cluster. Thus, our amplitude detection method has
automatically discovered a scheduling pattern in which the
building is operated at a lower level of intensity on Fridays.

A summary of the estimated electricity savings opportu-
nity associated with each cluster's behavior is provided in
Table 3. We estimate the Cluster 2 amplitude behavior of oper-
ating the building at a lower level of intensity on Fridays
resulted in 13.6% less electricity consumption than expected,
which amounted to a savings of 5903 kWh over the course of
the year. The base load increase EEO represented by Cluster
3 resulted in 13.2% higher electricity consumption than
expected, which cost the building 1971 kWh in electricity over
the 12 days in which it occurred. Note that most of the Cluster
0 days were Fridays that also experienced a base load increase

Figure 10 Cluster assignments by occupied and unoccu-
pied period residuals for the New Mexico office
building.

Figure 11 Cluster assignments by day of the year for the New Mexico office building.
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in the unoccupied period, resulting in a combination of the
effects from Cluster 1 and Cluster 2.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have developed a two-stage methodology for auto-
matically detecting schedule- and amplitude-related EEOs
using only limited data on a building’s electricity consumption
and external temperature. In the first stage, we use piecewise
linear regression to identify change points in electricity
consumption data that correspond to the boundaries of the
occupied and unoccupied periods of the day. This allows for
direct identification of the early startup and late shutdown
EEOs using the knowledge of when the unoccupied period
occurred. In the second stage, we use piecewise linear regres-
sion models fit robustly to mean electricity consumption and
external temperature values for the occupied and unoccupied
periods of each day to adjust for the effect that temperature has
on the amplitude of energy use. The residuals from these
models are then clustered using the DBSCAN algorithm to
identify groups of days exhibiting different electricity
consumption amplitude patterns.

Applying our two-stage methodology to hourly electric-
ity consumption and external temperature observations from
six commercial buildings yielded promising results. For the
two buildings for which results are presented in this paper, our
methodology identified several schedule-related EEOs at the
Colorado office building and amplitude-related EEOs at the
New Mexico office building. In both cases, the EEOs identi-
fied could often be related to a specific weekday on which the
building is operated differently than normal. Our two-stage

methodology produced very similar results when applied to
data from two additional office buildings and two retail build-
ings, although those results are not presented here.

The proposed methodology should be evaluated against a
larger set of data buildings of different types and operating
schedules as well as for non-all-electric buildings, i.e., natural
gas for heating for which electricity use in winter may be
poorly correlated with outdoor temperature. Further, the over-
all approach should be extended to treat other types of EEOs.
Finally, the use of building energy usage index data could also
be explored in order to provide building owners with an idea
of what their electricity consumption should be based on
normal operating conditions experienced at commercial build-
ings having a similar size, climate, and purpose. Incorporating
this external data is necessary for the detection of EEOs for
buildings that are chronically operated inefficiency through-
out the entire duration of time over which data is available.
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